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Seroprevalence of anti- HEV among blood Donors in Lagos,
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Abstract
Background: Hepatitis E is a common infection in developing countries like Nigeria because of poor sanitation and weak
public health facilities. Presently, in Nigeria the mandatory infectious disease screening test for voluntary blood donors
does not include HEV, with the emerging evidence of the transfusion transmissibility of HEV because potentially
infected donors may never have shown clinical signs and considering the fact that HEV cannot be fully inactivated in
blood-derived products, this virus has recently emerged as a transfusion-transmitted pathogen of concern and a
potential threat to transfusion safety. To establish whether HEV may be a risk to transfusion safety and, more in
general, a problem for public health, the first step is to assess its real Seroprevalence in blood donors and the general
population. Aim: To characterize the seroprevalence of anti-HEV IgM and IgG in blood donors in Lagos State,
Southwest, Nigeria. Materials and Methods: Sera from 151 donors were screened for anti-HEV IgM and IgG by enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation and all statistical analysis
was performed using SPSS ver¬sion 23.0 statistical software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) where P-value of 0.05 was
accepted as statistically significant. Results: In this study 151 blood donors were enrolled, overall seroprevalence for
HEV of 6.6% was determined. HEV IgG had a significant prevalence of 5.3% as against HEV IgM 1.3% (P = 0.00). Higher
prevalence was found among males compared to females. A higher HEV detection rate was observed in the younger
age group with 80% (8/10) of the anti-HEV positive donors aged 20 – 40 years old (P = 0.9). In this study, no significant
association was observed (p > 0.05) between seropositivity and the risk factors associated with HEV infection.
Conclusions: This pilot study of HEV seroprevalence in blood donors in Lagos, South-west Nigeria has revealed that
though low the potential for HEV contamination in the blood supply to recipients does exist. However as the presence
of HEV RNA was not examined in this study, no conclusive data can be generated on active HEV prevalence in blood
donors. Further studies will be needed in determining active HEV prevalence in blood donors so as to determine if HEV
screening will be necessary and cost effective on a larger scale to reduce the risk of on-going infection to a vulnerable
population in Nigeria.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatitis E Virus (HEV) is a small, spherical, non-enveloped, single stranded RNA virus. Originally
recognized as a member of the genus Calcivirus, of the Calciviridae family but recently reclassified into the
[1, 2]
Hepeviridae family in the Hepesvirus genus
. Hepatitis E Virus (HEV) infectionis responsible for over
[3, 4]
50% of cases of enterically transmitted acute viral hepatitis in endemic countries
and Africa is among
the most severely affected regions in the world because of poor sanitation and weak public health
facilities.
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Traditionally, HEV has been known to cause self-limited acute infection in humans, but new reports show
evidence that HEV infection can result in significant morbidity and mortality in certain high risk group with
compromised immune systems. These include patients with pre-existing liver disease (where HEV
infection can result in death with mortality rate can be as high as 60%, or evolve to a chronic state),
[5, 6]
[7]
immunocompromised subjects
and transplant recipients . Another characteristic clinical feature of
HEV is its high frequency and severity in pregnant women in low income countries with mortality rates
[8, 9]
around 10-20 %
particularly in the third trimester.
HEV has the potential to be transmitted by the transfusion of contaminated blood since it has an
asymptomatic blood borne phase and may survive in blood components during processing and storage.
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Indeed, the transmission of hepatitis E through transfusion therapy has
been suggested by a number of studies done in both non-endemic
[10-15]
[16, 17]
countries
and endemic countries
.
[18-

Many studies show that any blood product, including red blood cells
21]
[10, 21]
[22-24]
platelets
and fresh-frozen plasma
can transmit HEV. The
presence of HEV-RNA has been reported from Europe and North
[9, 22]
America in both mini- and large-plasma pools
including those for
[25]
fractionation . Interestingly, a recent work provides, for the first
time, indirect evidence of HEV transmission through solvent/detergent
[26]
plasma in two patients with thrombotic thrombocytopenic Purpura .
The common finding of an age-dependent increase in Seroprevalence
suggests that many infections occur in middle age, and thus during the
period of blood donation activity. This issue is of great significance to
transfusion transmissibility of HEV because potentially infected donors
may never have shown clinical signs. Hepatitis E should therefore be
considered as a risk to transfusion safety, especially in high-risk
recipients (pregnant females, patients with pre-existing chronic liver
disease, and immunocompromised patients), where it is thought to be
[27]
associated with considerable morbidity and mortality .
Implementing universal screening for HEV might be a difficult decision
to make for blood providers in Nigeria due to the financial implication
but selective screening of blood components for patients at high risk
may be an acceptable strategy that is more cost effective than
universal screening.

[29]

of 4.9% , we estimated a minimal sample size requirement of 71.5
[30]
individuals . Data analysis included descriptive statistics of means
(with standard deviation) and medians, depending on the distribution
2
of the data. Categorical data were assessed using Pearson X tests to
compare the anti-HEV positive proportions between different groups.
The student T-test; Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test was used for
hypothesis testing as appropriate to describe differences between
negative and positive individuals
Data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation and all
statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 23.0 statistical
software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) where P-value of 0.05 was
accepted as statistically significant.
RESULTS
In this study 151 blood donors were enrolled, including 140 (92.7%)
males and 8 (5.3%) females. Their age ranged from 19 to 55 years
(mean 31.01± 7.49 years; median 30 years) (Table1). Majority of the
blood donors were single but no significant association was recorded
between marital status and HEV seropositivity (P= 0.9).
Table 1: Demographic characteristics of blood donors
Demographic variable

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Gender
Male

140

92.7

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Female

8

5.3

Study population and Sample collection

Missing

3

2

<20

1

0.7

20-40

132

87.4

>40

14

9.3

Missing

4

2.6

Married

59

39.1

Single

86

57.0

Missing

6

3.9

Age Group

Anonymized blood samples were collected consecutively from April to
May 2016, from 151 blood donors who meet the criteria for blood
donation in Lagos University Teaching Hospital (LUTH).
Ethical consideration
All donors had previously completed the pre-donation screening
questionnaire to verify that they fulfilled the criteria for blood donation
and all had provided written consent for the use of blood samples in
medical research after anonymization. The study was approved by the
Ethical Committee of the Lagos University Teaching Hospital (LUTH)
assigned NO: ADM/DCST/HREC/APP715.

Marital Status

Detection of HEV antibodies
Serum anti-HEV IgG and IgM was detected by the enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits containing HEV genotype 1 antigens
manufactured by Beijing Wantai Biological Pharmacy Enterprise Co.,
Ltd. China. All assay procedures were carried out according to
manufacturer’s instructions. In the ELISA assay, samples were
considered reactive if Sample ⁄ Cut-off (S ⁄ Co) >1, indeterminate if S ⁄
Co = 0.9-1.1 and non-reactive if S ⁄ Co <1. Samples were considered
positive if it was reactive with the WanTai assay.
Data collection
For each blood donation information was obtained ondemographic and
behavioural characteristics as well as possible associated risk factors
such as source of drinking water, type of toilet, personal hygiene, and
interaction with animals was also recorded. Other factors include
smoking, consumption of alcohol, blood transfusion. The administered
questionnaires were filled by the individual before sample collection.
Statistical analyses
The minimum sample size was calculated from the general formula as
[28]
described by Antonisamy B et al
Assuming an anti-HEV prevalence

Figure 1: Gender and seroprevalence

Overall seroprevalence for HEV of 6.6% was determined. HEV IgG had a
significant prevalence of 5.3% as against HEV IgM of 1.3% (P < 0.05)
(Table 2). Although not statistically significant (P > 0.05), males
accounted for a higher seropositivity for anti-HEV in contrast to
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females as all samples which tested positive for anti- HEV were from
men. (Figure 1)
Also, although not significant a higher HEV
seroprevalence was observed in the younger age group with 80%
(8/10) of the anti-HEV positive donors aged 20 – 40 years old (P = 0.6)
Table 3. The mean age for donors that were IgM positive was 29±12.73
(median 29 years) years while for IgG positive donors the mean age
was 33±8.56 years (median 32 years).
Table 2: Distribution of of anti-hepatitis E virus in blood donors of
Lagos State
Anti-HEV

IgM n(%)

IgG n(%)

P-value

Positive

2(1.3)

8(5.3)

0.03*S

Negative

149(98.7)

143(94.7)

Total

151

151

* T-test, S significant

No significant association was observed (p > 0.05) between
seropositivity and the variables evaluated (Table 3) including
occupation, education, source of water (public or other) and sewer
(public service or pit). Most subjects lived under adequate sanitary
housing conditions in view of the high rate of presence of a sewage
system (94%) and public water (86.8%). However, worthy of note is the
significant association of IgM seropositivity and alcohol consumption (P
= 0.03) whereas no association was observed between HEV infection
and previous blood transfusion in this study population. (P = 0.6).
Table 3: Sociodemographic characteristics of 151 blood donors of the
Blood Bank of Lagos University Teaching Hospital, Lagos, Nigeria,
distributed according to HEV seroprevalence
Demographic
variable

AntiHEV
positive n(%)

AntiHEV
negative n(%)

Total n(%)

Male

10(100)

130(92.1)

140(92.7)

Female

0

8(5.7)

8(5.3)

Missing

0

3(2.1)

3(2.0)

<20

0

1(0.7)

1(0.7)

20-40

8(80)

124(87.9)

132(87.4)

>40

1(10)

13(9.2)

14(9.3)

Missing

1(10)

3(2.1)

4(2.6)

Public

10(100)

121(85.8)

131(86.8)

Other (stream,
well)
Missing*

0

14(9.9)

14(9.3)

0

6 (4.3)

6(3.9)

P-value

Gender
0.718*NS

Age Group

0.635*NS

Source of water
0.863*NS

Previous blood transfusion
Positive

3(30)

21(14.9)

24(15.9)

Negative

7(70)

120(85.1)

127(84.1)

0.825*NS

Sanitary conditions
Sewer

10(100)

132(93.6)

142(94)

Pit

0

3(2.1)

3(2.0)

Missing*

0

6(4.3)

6(4.0)

0.911*NS

*chi-square, NS not significant, missing no data inputted

DISCUSSION
[18-

Many studies show that any blood product, including red blood cells
21]
[10, 21]
[22-24]
platelets
and fresh-frozen plasma
can transmit HEV.
Indeed evidence shows that HEV infection can result in significant

morbidity and mortality in recipients of blood transfusion with
compromised immune systems. Such high risk recipients include
patients with pre-existing liver disease, immunocompromised subjects
[5, 6]
and transplant recipients. In Nigeria, there have been a few studies
on prevalence of HEV in the general population but there is a dearth of
data on the potential risk of HEV transmission in contaminated blood
from HEV infected asymptomatic blood donors. This study was
conducted to provide some preliminary data on actual risk of
transfusion transmittable HEV.
HEV seroprevalence of 6.6% obtained among blood donors in this
study is similar to that reported in a developed country by Kaufmann et
al who obtained prevalence of 4.9% among blood donors in
[31]
Switzerland
. This low seroprevalence is contrary to the figure of
49.7% obtained among the general population by Junaid et al, Jos,
[32]
Nigeria . This difference might be due to the variation in the target
population as sampling in the Jos study was performed in general
population including urban and rural participants. In contrast, in the
present study we studied only urban participants; another reason for
the disparity noted could be as a result of variation in regional
seroprevalence even within the same country as supported by other
[33, 34]
studies done in Brazil and China
. Factors that have been
identified that could be responsible for these regional differences
includedifferences in living and sanitary conditions. Hence, the low
seroprevalence obtained in this study could actually be a reflection of a
population residing in an urban area that has better sanitary
conditions.
In addition, comparisons between studies may become challenging due
to differences in the HEV antibody detection assays used.The Junaid
study used an MP Diagnostics HEV ELISA kit as this assay is not the
same as the Wantai HEV ELISA kit used in our study, we cannot rule out
disparity in overall HEV prevalence due to differences in the sensitivity
of HEV ELISA kits used in the two studies.
In this study, Anti-HEV IgM prevalence of 1.3% is comparable to the
prevalence of 0.9% among the general population recorded by Junaid
[32]
et al Jos, Nigeria
and 0.5% among blood donors in China by Li et al
[35]
but lower compared to 4.78% obtained in a study among 460 blood
[36]
donors in Western India by Maitrey et al
. This disparity may be
attributable to well documented variation in the geographic
distribution of HEV or may be due to differences in the study sample
size.
[31-35]

In accordance with previous researches
, this study revealed males
accounted for a higher rate of anti-HEV seropositivity than females.
The low number of females observed in this study could account for
this but most importantly, the reason for this could be due to the fact
that majority of blood donors in Nigeria are men although previous
studies have documented that HEV infections are predominantly
[9]
reported in men , the reason for this gender bias still remains
unclear.
In developing countries, the age-specific seroprevalence profiles reveal
that HEV infection is largely limited to adult population between ages
[9]
15 -35 years ; this fact is corroborated in the present study as the
mean ages for the donors were 29±12.73 years and 33±8.53 years for
IgM and IgG seropositivity respectively. This finding is also consistent
[37]
with Adesina et al
who observed the prevalence of anti-HEV
antibodies to be highest in ages 20–40 years.
The increase in HEV Seroprevalence in this age group that is the peak
period of blood donation activity is of great significance to transfusion
transmissibility of HEV because infected donors appear asymptomatic
thus posing a potential threat to transfusion safety when blood
collected from such infected donors are contaminated with viral
proteins.
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In line with the findings of Junaid et al on the association between
alcohol consumption and presence of anti-HEV, this study recorded a
significant association between alcohol consumption and HEV IgM
seropositivity (P=0.03). This observation is also consistent with Dalton
[38]
et al
who associated alcohol consumption with enhancement of
positive anti-HEV. Although the reason for this observation cannot be
fully explained, alcohol consumption has been identified as a strong
[1]
risk factor for HEV genotype 3 infections . HEV genotypes 1 & 2 have
been known to be common in Africa with HEV genotype 2 particularly
[1]
common in West Africa . The discovery of this risk factor that has
been associated with HEV 3 underscores the need for further genotypic
characterisation of HEV in Nigeria.

12.

13.

14.

15.

[32, 39]

Contrary to previous studies
finding of a strong association
between previous history of blood transfusion and positive anti-HEV,
the present study did not reveal any such association. In addition, no
significant association was observed (p > 0.05) between seropositivity
and the variables evaluated including marital status, occupation,
education, source of water and sewer (water closet or pit).
In summary, HEV seroprevalence of 6.6% was observed in this study.
Although this result shows a low prevalence of HEV infection among
blood donors in Lagos, South-west Nigeria, it still demonstrates the
existence of the risk of HEV transmission by blood transfusion which
merits further study.
CONCLUSION
This pilot study of HEV seroprevalence in blood donors in Lagos, Southwest Nigeria has revealed that though low the potential for HEV
contamination in the blood supply to recipients does exist. However as
the presence of HEV RNA was not examined in this study, no conclusive
data can be generated on active HEV prevalence in blood donors.
Further studies will be needed in determining active HEV prevalence in
blood donors so as to determine if HEV screening will be necessary and
cost effective on a larger scale to reduce the risk of on-going infection
to a vulnerable population in Nigeria.
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